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Figure 1: We propose a framework for design and adaptation of XR UIs. The framework addresses key questions related to
content selection, presentation, and placement. By addressing these aspects, future XR systems can systematically determine
content and layout of UIs that are optimal for varying contexts of usage.

ABSTRACT
To facilitate high quality interaction during the regular use of com-
puting systems, it is essential that the user interface (UI) deliver
content and components in an appropriate manner. Although ex-
tended reality (XR) is emerging as a new computing platform, we
still have a limited understanding of how best to design and present
interactive content to users in such immersive environments. Adap-
tive UIs offer a promising approach for optimal presentation in
XR as the user’s environment, tasks, capabilities, and preferences
vary under changing context. In this position paper, we present a
design framework for adapting various characteristics of content
presented in XR. We frame these as five considerations that need
to be taken into account for adaptive XR UIs:What?, How Much?,
Where?, How?, andWhen?. With this framework, we review liter-
ature on UI design and adaptation to reflect on approaches that
have been adopted or developed in the past towards identifying
current gaps and challenges, and opportunities for applying such
approaches in XR. Using our framework, future work could identify
and develop novel computational approaches for achieving success-
ful adaptive user interfaces in such immersive environments.

1 INTRODUCTION
Extended reality (XR) is a growing area of post-desktop computing,
spanning virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed
reality (MR). It offers the promise of a new computing environment
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for the future, where users are able to seamlessly interact with
both the real and the virtual world. To realize this promise, XR
requires a user interface (UI) that overlays virtual content onto or
embeds it within the real, physical environment without costs to
users’ attention, effort, and safety, among other things. Prototypes
of possible UIs include approaches that either take advantage of
semantics shared between real and virtual content to associate
UIs to the environment [9] or operate independently by assuming
virtual content is anchored to the user [11]. Further, representation
and modality are additional key aspects for rendering UIs in XR:
information can be presented via non-visual modalities, such as
audio and haptics; the size or level of detail can be modulated; and
the same information can be presented visually using various two-
or three-dimensional representations. As such, there is an immense
design space for XR UIs.

User’s environment, task, and capabilities, often referred to col-
lectively as context [32], have large variance during continual use
of XR systems and influence what a ‘good UI’ might be. Intermixing
of real and virtual introduces substantial risk of distraction, addi-
tional attention costs, and even safety risks. As such, visual ‘real
estate’ for virtual content is (1) reduced and (2) constantly changing.
Furthermore, as users’ tasks and contexts continually change, their
interest in and need for virtual interaction also constantly vary. In
contrast to typical computing platforms, where adaptive behavior
often plays a small (and neglectable) role, it is believed that adaptive
UIs might be the default for future XR environments [28, 33].

Prior work has looked into various aspects related to design
and adaptation of UIs, as applied to various domains ranging from
traditional 2D menus and graphical UIs (e.g. [22, 31, 35]) to cross-
device [43] and immersive 3D UIs [24, 34]. Correspondingly, there
have been several computational approaches, such as constraint
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solving [53], optimization [42], and machine learning [31], devel-
oped and applied for achieving promising design solutions. While
existing literature can provide valuable insights on approaches that
can be adopted towards achieving certain adaptive behavior for
future XR systems, current understanding of what aspects should
be addressed when adapting such UIs is limited and fragmented.

This position paper is motivated by the need to holistically un-
derstand adaptive behavior of UIs that will be required for achieving
highly usable and performant interactions in future XR environ-
ments. To this end, we introduce a novel framework that character-
izes UI design and adaptation along five dimensions (or questions):
what?, how much?, how?, where?, and when?. By answering these
questions, adaptive XR systems could dynamically select appropri-
ate content, presentation, and placement of UIs. We review prior lit-
erature on computational design and adaptation approaches across
a range of application domains to understand what properties of
the UI they address and features that drive adaptations in the UI.
We also summarize some of the technical approaches that have
been developed and applied towards achieving optimal design and
adaptation. Our review highlights the need for further studying
various UI adaptations directly in the context of extended reality,
with varying tasks, environments, and capabilities. Our findings
can inform future research directions in the area of adaptive XR
UIs, driven by computational methods, to improve usability and
user experience.

Overview: Adaptive XR UI Framework
Context, including user’s task, situational capabilities, and the en-
vironment, plays a key role in determining the right UI in XR
environments [28, 32, 34] . We develop a framework for designing
and adapting XR UIs based on varying context. In our framework,
we consider different aspects that influence the final UI available to
the user (Figure 1). This includes: (1) content selection (section 2),
which addresses what content should be made available and how
much of it; (2) presentation (section 3), which refers to how and
when content and components are presented; and (3) placement
(section 4), which determines where UIs are positioned in the 3D
environment.

2 CONTENT SELECTION:WHAT? AND HOW
MUCH?

Selecting the right content (‘what?’) to present to the user is nec-
essary so as to ensure that users have important task-relevant
elements readily available, while minimizing task-irrelevant dis-
tractions. Further, the right amount, or level of detail, of content
(‘howmuch?’) should bemodulated to ensure that users can interact
at the appropriate granularity.

What: Prior works have explored several factors that can influ-
ence what? should be presented to users in adaptive UIs, including:
interaction history, user preferences, user capabilities, task, envi-
ronment, aesthetics, and device capabilities. Interaction history,
containing prior usage of a system, has been used in traditional
desktop-based environments to identify and select important items
for adaptation based on features such as frequency, recency, and
user interests [8, 22, 49, 50]. Other works have investigated the role
of user preferences [43, 46] and capabilities [45] to determine and

adapt content selection to individual users. Further, task [29] and
environment [15] are also deemed to be key factors that can inform
what content should be presented to the user: for example, some
applications may be used more consistently for certain tasks or
some components have higher priority in certain environments.
Aesthetics can also influence content selection [4]. In traditional
2D interfaces, aesthetics relates exclusively to how a selection of
UI components can compose a harmonic and aesthetically pleasing
UI; for XR, however, the harmonization of the real world and vir-
tual elements can also influence content selection. Finally, device
capabilities can inform suitable content; this has been used, for
example, to select content for presentation [38, 46] or appropriate
distribution across devices [23, 43].

How Much: In addition to identifying what content should be
selected, prior works have also investigated how much content is
appropriate. ‘How much’ content can be defined by properties such
as number of items, level of detail, and information density. For
example, cognitive load [47] is a key factor that influences usability
and is closely related to how much content is presented to the user.
As such, prior work has used this as a measure to determine the
appropriate granularity [34]. Task and environment are also key
factors that have been used to determine how much content or UI
should be presented [13, 24, 29, 41, 44, 46]. As the context changes,
the utility of various content changes too, which can be used to
determine the amount of information presented. Similarly, some
prior works have considered user abilities and capabilities to drive
adaptations or design variations [20, 29, 45], and others have looked
at adapting information density, level of detail, or granularity based
on varying device capabilities [13, 19, 25, 38].

In general, content selection is key to ensuring that desired con-
tent is readily available to users, while distracting and irrelevant
content is minimized. Inappropriate selection can lead to increased
cognitive load (e.g. due to excessive content or inappropriate gran-
ularity), additional interaction steps to retrieve unavailable content,
and decreased performance when interacting with the UI. As a
first step of the adaptation process, we believe that future XR sys-
tems should first apply computational methods to optimally select
content at the right level of detail.

3 PRESENTATION: HOW? ANDWHEN?
Content and UIs can often be presented to users via multiple repre-
sentations. For example, information can be presented textually or
graphically, incoming notifications can be pushed using audio or
haptics, or a continuous value selection component can be presented
using a slider or a dial. Selecting the appropriate representation is
crucial to ensure usability. Further, suitable timing for presenting
content or adapting the presented content is important to ensure
users are not surprised or confused by changes and continuity is
maintained.

How: Selecting the appropriate modality and representation for
content or components can improve how users perceive and inter-
act with the UI. As such, this aspect has been studied by prior works
in the context of 2D and 3D UIs. One approach for selecting a repre-
sentation is to consider other UIs – from different applications with
similar features or different devices with similar applications – that
are also being used: ensuring consistency or compatibility across
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UIs can make it easier for users to learn and understand the system
[19, 38]. To improve aesthetics, color harmony across components
has been studied in the context of UIs [10, 51]. For XR systems,
in addition to harmony across virtual components, an additional
consideration of harmonizing with the surrounding environment
would be beneficial as the level of integration between virtual ele-
ments and the real world influences decision making and reaction
time [18]. Task and environment have also been used by prior
works for determining appropriate representation of UIs [5, 39].
Finally, varying device and user capabilities have also influenced
how content should be represented [6, 19, 20, 38, 39].

When: Timing of content presentation or adaptation is another
important factor that can determine how distracting, confusing,
and usable the system might be; an inappropriately timed adapta-
tion can at best surprise the user and at worst prevent them from
completing their tasks. Unlike other factors, to date, there is only
a limited understanding of when changes should be triggered in
adaptive systems. Some prior works have used heuristics such as
changes in the environment, task, or perceived cognitive load to
determine appropriate timing [24, 34, 37]. A more promising ap-
proach is to model and predict performance improvements that
would be achieved if the system triggered an adaptation. This has
been studied in the context of 2D menu-based UIs [49] and 3D XR
UIs [15, 52] as a principled approach to adapt the system.

We hypothesize that the representation and timing aspects when
presenting UIs to users in XR environments will largely influence
how acceptable and usable these systems will be during all-day
usage under varying contexts.

4 PLACEMENT:WHERE?
The last question or consideration for designing and adapting UIs in
XR environments is their placement: where should content and UI
components be placed such that users can interact with them with
minimal effort? As such, placement affects key usability aspects
such as discoverability, reachability, exertion, and performance.
Determining placement is an especially hard problem as special
attention needs to be paid to relative placement of components to
other components, in addition to each element’s absolute position.
This includes aspects such as sequential or logical ordering, reading
order, and semantic relationships between components.

A wide range of factors have been used by prior research to
determine where UIs and content should be placed, in the context
of 2D, 3D, and cross-device UIs. Constraint-based layouts, where
relationship between components are defined using constraints,
have been one common approach to determine final placement of
elements [2, 21, 26, 46]. Similarly, abstract UI specifications have
been used to generate final UI placement for varying context [6, 19,
38]. This enables systems to position components whilemaintaining
consistency when features such as screen size and aspect ratio
vary. Grid and geometric based approaches have also been widely
used [4, 12, 26, 27]: here, structural properties are captured using
mathematical formulation to ensure properties such as alignment
and rectangularity. Occlusion avoidance and ensuring viewability
also influence placement decisions and have been used to generate
or adapt UIs [1, 5, 9, 15, 26, 48]. Some prior works have made
placement decision based on other relative placement in other UIs

to ensure consistency and similarity [30, 31, 38, 50]. Appropriate
placement in UIs also highly correlates to task performance and
perceived aesthetics. As such, interactive systems have studied UI
placement to optimize these qualities [3, 4, 14, 36, 42, 51]. Finally,
user task and environment has also been utilized as a factor that
determines where components are placed [5, 7, 9, 15–17, 34, 37, 39,
40].

In XR, content and components do not occupy a dedicated screen
or canvas; instead, they are overlaid on the real world and can
span the entire 360° environment around the user. Further, virtual
components can not only have semantic relationships with each
other, but with real world objects too. As such, typical approaches
such as grid- and constraint- based layouts can not be directly
applied. Recently, some research has explored how aspects such
as task [34] and semantic relationships [9] can be used to adaptive
determine where elements should be placed in XR environments.
We suggest that future XR systems will need to carefully address
placement issues by considering various aspects pertaining to both
the user and the environment, such as cognitive load, ergonomics,
task performance, aesthetics, semantic consistency, user task and
capabilities, and device constraints.

5 DISCUSSION
In this position paper, we have studied design and adaptation of
UIs in the context of extended reality (XR) systems. We introduce
a framework consisting of five dimensions – what?, how much?,
how?, where?, and when? – to characterize various factors that can
influence the final quality of a UI. By addressing each of these,
future XR systems could systematically select appropriate content,
manipulate their presentation, and place them to optimally sup-
port interactions. We discuss existing literature on computational
approaches for UI design and adaptations that touch upon these
questions to understand the state-of-the-art and identity opportu-
nities for future research. By discussing prior work, we can identify
gaps, challenges, and opportunities for novel contributions towards
making adaptive-first XR a reality. Firstly, it is evident that we need
to carefully consider the blending of the real environment and vir-
tual UIs when making decisions related to content selection and
presentation; this includes aspects related to both performance and
aesthetics. Second, as situational capabilities vary with changing
contexts, this is another key aspect that should be studied when
determine adaptive system behavior. Finally, inherently adaptive
systems will need to pay more attention to timing of changes and
content representations that are suitable to the user’s context.

As the computing paradigm shifts from strict separation of the
real world from virtual interactive interfaces to a blending of these
environments in extended reality, we face new and amplified chal-
lenges related to developing design and development of UIs. While
there is extensive prior research on computational design and adap-
tation of UIs that can be applied to XR scenarios, our understanding
so far is fragmented and targeted towards specific challenges. We
hope that our design framework can provide new insights that lead
to a structured approach for adaptive XR systems of the future that
tackle key considerations holistically.
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